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Why use LinkedIn now?



Jobs at risk
• In March 2020 1.4million applications for universal credit, a six fold increase on previous levels
• At the height of lockdown, 22% working population on furlough, approx. 9 million people 
• Predictions of a 9% unemployment rate
• Some sectors particularly hard hit 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In March 2020 1.4million applications for universal credit, a six fold increase on previous levels22% working population, approx. 9 million people Predictions of a 9% employment rateSome sectors particularly hard hit 56% of employers will be back to pre-COVID levels by April 2021 – 44% that won’t
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LinkedIn sees spike of engagement

• LinkedIn is enjoying a spike of 
engagement due to COVID-19

• 690 million professionals 
currently using the platform 
globally (nearly doubled in five 
years)

• Microsoft (owners of LinkedIn) 
reported a 50% increase in 
engagement in March 2020, 
users watched 4 million hours of 
content on the platform

• LinkedIn Live streams increased 
158% from Feb 2020

• Content creation is up 60% 
YOY March 2020 https://www.searchenginejournal.com/linkedin-content-creation-

is-up-60-compared-to-last-year/373183/
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Using LinkedIn for recruitment and job search

• 90% of recruiters regularly use 
LinkedIn

• If you get a job through LinkedIn, 
you have a 40% less chance of 
leaving during the first six months

• Mainly a professional audience on 
LinkedIn:

• Males 37% vs females 29% of social 
media users, use LinkedIn

• Slightly older – 25-44 year olds most 
likely to use LinkedIn

• More affluent – over 50% of those 
earning £45+ are on the site compared 
to 22% of those on £14k or under

• More white collar than blue collar
• Many people at risk of 

unemployment are LinkedIn users
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Using LinkedIn to promote your personal brand or for when the 
worst happens

• Now face-to-face 
networking, business 
meetings and 
interviews are all 
virtual, creating/ 
maintaining an up-
to-date, relevant   
LinkedIn profile is 
more important 
than ever



The Basics 



Your profile page needs to look professional

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It needs to be up-to-date and look smart – this is important regardless of whether you are in a position or not. If you are in a position, you are representing your organisation, in either case you are representing yourself so make the most of the opportunity



Tips for headlines
• If Open to 

Opportunities, say so in 
the headline but don’t 
replace your current 
profession otherwise 
you don’t get picked 
up in the searches as 
well

• Sales – choose a softer 
job title, maybe 
account manager, 
business development 
etc – increases 
chances of response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lots of people ‘Open to Opportunities’ right now –not advisable to change your headline entirely.LinkedIn works like a search engine and recruiters will search on the terms you use – make sure terms from the job you want are in your headlineSales people – maybe choose a softer job title as people can be suspicious of salespeople.



Is your profile on brand?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important if you are running teams of external-facing people like sales, account managers, customer services. Create branded material to present a unified look and feel, like headers, a small biog of the company, and ensure that when people are including the organisation in their profile that it ‘pulls through’ the logo. Looks more professional



Edit your profile – click on link at the top



Hints and tips from LinkedIn



Choosing a photo

• Choose an appropriate image 
• A nice clean, professional headshot
• Not full body length
• Professional not personal – no wedding 

or holiday shots please
• Professional wear – buttons done up 

etc
• No face pulling
• No sunglasses
• No family or pets

Note: some freelance photographers are giving away free headshots 
to people made redundant due to COVID-19 – worth a search

Note: new #OpentoWork photo frame now available



New feature – name pronunciation
• Rolling out this 

week
• Opportunity to 

record the 
correct 
pronunciation of 
your name

• Great for people 
who are 
constantly 
repeating 
themselves!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want this for my uni registers!



Hints and tips – job title and role summary

• These are important for people conducting 
searches in the sector

• Write clear and concise copy
• Include industry key phrases – words/ phrases 

that people would be searching for
• What do you specialise in? Include products 

and areas
• Link your previous roles to the appropriate 

company page as it pulls through the correct 
logos

• Tell stories – don’t just list items, give an 
example, makes you more memorable

• Focus on where you are going NOT where you 
have been



Trending Skills, UK April 2020

Courtesy of Sara Jones, LinkedIn



Top and Fastest Growing Skills, UK April 2020

Courtesy of Sara Jones, LinkedIn



Who’s looking at you?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can reach through Your Profile there’s a section called Dashboard with all your views etc on it. Or you get sent Notifications with updates you can click through.Follow the people or organisations that view you.



Add content

• Introductory video
• PowerPoints via SlideShare
• Articles or important documents
• Add in awards, nominations for 

awards, professional qualifications or 
membership of professional bodies

• LinkedIn Learning badges – increases 
discoverability

• Make it individual – what are your 
passions/ interests? It will make you 
stand out

• References – a few nice testimonials 
make all the difference, ask people 
for references



Tips from Recruiters



Guest Speakers – Welcome!

• Adam Nichols, Director, Rosslyn David.
Adam runs Rosslyn David – the marketing 
headhunters. The main difference between 
Rosslyn David and an agency is that they 
run tailored campaigns for each specific 
requirements, and go to whole-of-market, 
rather than relying on a database.

• Sam Green, Talent Acquisition Manager, 
Encore Personnel. With over 10 years’ 
experience in the recruitment industry 
specialising in sales and marketing 
recruitment, particularly with graduates and 
entry level candidates. Responsible for 
managing internal hires for Encore 
Personnel across the UK.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll start with Sam:How are you finding the recruitment market right now? Any sectors standing out for positive or negative reasons?You see lots of LinkedIn profiles every day, what would you say are the most common mistakes?What advice would you give any students who are graduating this year into a difficult jobs market?Adam:You’re a headhunter, so you receive a brief and then approach relevant candidates. What makes a LinkedIn profile stand out from the crowd?You mainly work with senior positions in Marketing, how is that sector looking right now, and also, what advice would you give to senior people who have found themselves without work after a long period employed? 



Thought Leadership
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Why do people visit LinkedIn?
• LinkedIn is a professional network, used by 

business people for a variety of reasons

• People want business-related information 
and are in the mindset to receive more in-
depth information

• Research into people, companies, suppliers, 
competitors is very common so LinkedIn is 
key for building trust

• To seek knowledge on their areas of 
expertise; Thought Leadership

• Remember this when creating your own 
content!

• You need to create a profile for yourself that 
looks good, speaks on relevant professional 
issues and engages with other people/ 
relevant contacts
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COVID-19 changes and trends

• LinkedIn is seeing a 60% increase in 
content creation YOY

• Conversations are up 55% YOY

• Topics seeing the biggest rise in use and 
engagement include:

• Business continuity (up 144%)
• Cloud services (up 78%)
• Video streaming (up 71%)
• Cybersecurity (up 66%)
• Remote working (up 52%)
• Virtual reality (up 50%)
• Software (46%)

• #marketing and #leadership are in Top 5
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COVID-19 changes – use of LinkedIn for Internal Comm.s
• As more people are remote working, LinkedIn 

becomes a key player in raising morale 
amongst teams and sharing company news

• HR/ CSR posts have always performed well but 
are increasing
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COVID-19 changes – the personalisation of content
• As people are remote 

working and lacking 
interaction with 
colleagues, people are 
sharing more personal 
stories and experiences 
on LinkedIn

• People respond well to 
human interest content 
but be careful to not 
make it too personal



Before creating a Post
• Don’t take to social media without thinking about what you are 

about to post

• LinkedIn is a closed network – only your Connections can see your 
Post – but still be careful

• You are representing your employer and its brand

• Always check it with someone else before posting

• Think:

• Is it relevant to my target audience?

• Is it interesting?

• What does it say about my company/ employer?

• Avoid:

• Politics

• Religion

• Personal beliefs



Why should I post?
• There are many reasons to post, here are 

some relevant examples:

• Client win – a great contract (but you will 
need to wait to get permission from the client 
to post about it)

• External news – legislation changes, technical 
developments that are relevant to your sector 

• Team news – new team members or 
congratulating a big win for a colleague

• Seasonal content – a product/ solution that is 
relevant to that time of year

• Big personal milestones – anniversaries (jobs or 
marriages!), birthdays, new qualifications or 
training 
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Restrictions on writing LinkedIn posts

• Posts can be long up to 600 characters
• 220 characters before the ‘see more’ 

truncates copy
• Image size is 552 pixels wide by 368 

pixels tall
• Video must be at least 3 seconds long 

and can't exceed 10 minutes. 
The maximum file size is 5GB



Tagging companies or individuals

• Tag individuals and businesses into the 
post so that they are alerted to your post 
(they will receive this as a notification) –
use @ then type the business name it will 
appear automatically

• The tagged individuals/ businesses will 
also have this post on their feed – great 
way of reaching a wider audience with 
your post

• Don’t tag uninvited or indiscriminately 
this is spamming and can be interpreted 
as quite rude

• Do add links to blogs, websites etc to 
give more depth to your content (the link 
will not appear in the post but in a 
separate box below)



Hashtags #
• Don’t add more than 6 

hashtags as it will actually harm 
post performance

• Make sure the hashtags are 
relevant, not very broad or 
vague, as they won’t attract 
the right people to the post

• Don’t make up your own 
hashtags or that are 
#superduperunecessarilylong  

• Simple check just # then write –
a list of common hashtags will 
appear for you to choose from

• You can also search on 
hashtags to find relevant 
content



New posting functions
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Checklist for writing LinkedIn posts
• Quality vs Quantity: fewer posts but adding 

more value, 1-3 a week is fine
• Copy: short and punchy
• Image or video: posts perform better if they 

are visually attractive
• Tagging: can you tag individuals or 

companies into the post? This increases the 
reach of the post

• Hashtags: have you used up to 6 hashtags? 
These will help you reach more people

• Link: is there anywhere people can go for 
more information?

• Check it with another person – is it spelled 
correctly? Is it controversial? Does it show 
your company in a positive light?



Engaging with Posts
• Reactions are ‘worth’ more than Likes

• Reactions are:
• Like
• Celebrate
• Love
• Insightful
• Curious
• NEW: Support

• Share, but Share with your own 
comment, hashtags and tags as it 
performs better

• Comment, but nicely!



Increasing Your Network



Making Connections
• LinkedIn allows you to search for 

People, Jobs, Content, Groups, 
Schools or Posts

• It’s really good for checking 
people out

• Search for relevant people
• Send an invitation to Connect
• Personalise the invitation
• Don’t follow up with an instant 

sales pitch/ job request etc
• See what the person is writing 

about – can you comment in a 
constructive way and engage 
them in conversation?



LinkedIn Suggestions – by organisation, location etc
• Similar roles
• Organisation
• Location
• Alumni

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Go on My Network page – huge array of suggestions for people to add to your Connections. These are a good place to start.



LinkedIn Suggestions – Teammates
• Prioritises 

your 
newsfeed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good for people with large internal teams as you can see your colleagues’ news first, so you can Like and Share that



Add connections from existing email contacts



Joining relevant Groups
• Groups can be an easy way of connecting with people who are 

interested in the same topic or are part of the same industry
• Not all are relevant – check country and industry
• Observe before commenting – don’t be afraid to leave if it isn’t right
• If it is right – post and comment and use it to make relevant connections 



Do’s and Don’ts
• Start with clients and colleagues
• Don’t go mad and spam everybody with 

loads of invitations
• LinkedIn will punish you for it
• Make sure you either know people or 

they are relevant to your role
• Check out invitations before you accept 

them – especially ones from India, in 
Arabic or Chinese as there are fake 
profiles

• Add a couple of people a day, slowly 
build your Connections up

• Do add business cards/ people you meet
• Link with people with large followings to 

help you be connected to more people 
ie. Recruiters

• Use your phone rather than your Desktop 
as they don’t seem to count those!



Do you want people to see you have searched for them?

• Settings under your profile
• Privacy
• Profile viewing options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Your Profile, in Settings – drop down Settings & PrivacyGo into Privacy – Profile viewing optionsYou can decide if you want people to see you or not



Reaching Out



Have you adjusted your Recruitment settings?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Your Profile, adjust your Recruiter settings. Are you looking for work? Create job searches etc. Your employer can’t see this (unless they have the paid for Recruiter premium LinkedIn)



Jobs Tab



Direct contact
• 70% of senior roles are never 

advertised
• Connect with key people for 

companies and brands that you 
are interested in

• Can you engage with their 
content? Personal and 
professional

• Try InMail/ Direct Messaging key 
decision makers

• Producing great content of your 
own is a surefire way to impress 
people and come to more 
people’s attention
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Join or create a virtual networking events

• Many established networking 
events have gone online

• Use Google, LinkedIn, 
Facebook and Twitter to 
identify local networking 
groups that are offering 
virtual networking (many are 
free)



Other activities that you can 
do now
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Or book an hour of Ann’s time – Calendly.com/Ann-Stanley

Free resources from Anicca

https://anicca.co.uk/
https://academy.anicca.co.uk/
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Next webinar – Friday 17th 

Top Tips for Using LinkedIn to Promote your Business

• Ann Stanley will be providing top tips for 
using LinkedIn to promote your business

• Topics
• Using LinkedIn to find prospects and sales 

leads
• Overview of paid techniques such as 

LinkedIn advertising
• Premium services such as Sales Navigator 

and how to make the most of them
• Integrating with other software such as CRM



Examples of the
brands we work withThank you

caroline@anicca.co.uk

anicca.co.uk
academy.anicca.co.uk

mailto:caroline@anicca.co.uk
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